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“    I have been very 
impressed by how 
WRAP has been open 
and encouraging 
about issues  
of diversity. ”  WRAP employee



WRAP’s mission is to make a better world.

A world where we treat our planet with respect and value our natural 
resources. And it’s also one where we treat people with respect and value 
them equally regardless of their race, gender, neurodiversity, ability, 
beliefs, sexuality or personal preferences. For me, equality, diversity 
and inclusion (EDI) is hugely important and it will be at the heart of our 
mission for a better world.  

At the same time, I also recognise that this is an area that we need to 
develop and learn more about – myself included.

For WRAP I know that the greater our diversity, the greater our positive 
impact will be - for our employees, our funders, our stakeholders and 
our planet. When we accept who we are, and we accept who others are 
without doubt or discrimination, we can achieve incredible things.

Although this will be a long journey, we have certainly made progress.

We’re proud to be working with the UK National Centre for Diversity 
(NCD) to better understand what we’re doing well and where we can 
continue to improve, to strive towards best practice throughout WRAP. 

We have introduced the NCD FREDIE principles (Fairness, Respect, 
Equality, Diversity, Inclusion and Engagement) across our organisation, 
and we are working towards embedding them in everything we do.

I also know that there are areas we need to do more in. Which is why 
we have developed a diversity strategy that will give us an overarching 
framework for continuous improvement. You can read more about our 
commitments on page 5. 

We want everybody – employees, partners and citizens to be on the same 
page: the page that says diversity is to be celebrated, equality is our 
mindset and inclusivity is the norm.

I hope, as you work your way through this document, that you can see 
our commitment to equality, diversity and inclusion is unwavering.

As our organisation grows, I want the FREDIE principles to be the bedrock 
for all of our sustainability programmes so that we can work with more 
partners and engage even more people to achieve our vision.

Let’s be part of the solution, not the problem. We all have a part to play 
in making the world a better place. 

Marcus

FOREWORD1
BY MARCUS GOVER,  
CEO & DIVERSITY CHAMPION
Welcome
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“    It’s great to see 
WRAP making 
strides in EDI. ”  WRAP employee



WHY EQUALITY, 
DIVERSITY AND 
INCLUSION  
MATTER TO WRAP
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To bring about a diverse and 
sustainable world, we need to be a 
diverse and sustainable organisation.
An organisation in which the richness of different opinions, backgrounds, lived 
experiences and capabilities are harnessed. An organisation that looks beyond 
its own boundaries and thrives outside of its own comfort zone.

In recognition of the strength and richness of diversity, we’re committed to 
treating our employees, customers, partners, and the communities we serve 
fairly and with dignity and respect. We’re investing in and doing more to make 
WRAP the diverse and inclusive organisation it aspires to be. We know this 
is the right thing to do and it matters. Diverse thinking brings us innovation, 
inclusive services and a better working environment for our people. It helps us 
deliver more meaningful social and environmental impact.

We have high expectations of the behaviours and the standards that we want 
to hold ourselves to. We can play our part in not only building a stronger 
WRAP, but encouraging those we interact with in also making the world a 
fairer and more just place to live and work.

2 “    I want to do everything within 
my capacity to help address EDI 
challenges in order to promote 
and deliver a more equal 
sustainability sector. ”  WRAP employee



OUR 
COMMITMENTS
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Our commitments to equality, diversity and inclusion outline 
how we intend to build inclusive practices across the whole 
organisation. But they aren’t standalone. 

Our commitments will be part of everything we do, with the 
FREDIE principles at the heart of our business strategy and 
growth plans to support our international work and in the UK.

With the support and governance of our Trustees we will hold 
ourselves accountable to delivering on these commitments.

We will support our 
people to foster an 
inclusive working 

environment for all.

Learning  
and development

We will consider 
FREDIE principles 
across everything 

we do.

Values and 
practices

We will attract and 
develop talent from a 

diverse pool, to reflect the 
communities we serve.

Recruitment

We will drive our 
supply chain and 

partners to reflect our 
diversity commitments 

and expectations.

Supply chain & 
partners

We will hold ourselves 
accountable by setting 
targets, measuring and 

reporting progress.

Reporting

We will embrace, 
promote and share best 
practice, bringing others 
on this journey with us.

Recognise  
best practice

“    I hope that by having the diversity 
network we can create a safe space 
for colleagues to talk openly and learn 
together. ”  WRAP employee



EMBEDDING 
FREDIE 
PRINCIPLES 
AT WRAP
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4
The National Centre for 
Diversity developed the FREDIE 
principles (Fairness, Respect, 
Equality, Diversity, Inclusion and 
Engagement) as a way to help 
organisations create an inclusive 
culture in their workplace.

At WRAP, we’re using the FREDIE principles 
to underpin our own values (Sustainability, 
Honesty, Integrity, Fairness and Teamwork) 
so that they become a part of everything we 
do; from business planning, decision-making, 
people and procurement practices to working 
with funders and forming partnerships both  
in the UK and internationally.

“    Training on diversity and inclusion has helped me 
understand how being inclusive in work is important. ”  WRAP employee

At WRAP this is what FREDIE means to us:

Fairness for all is a reality, regardless of 
background or circumstances

Respect for all is the norm and we will not 
tolerate any form of discrimination

Diversity is celebrated and our colleagues 
and partners feel a sense of belonging

Equality of opportunity is embedded in the 
direction we take and everything we do

Engagement – there is a positive emotional 
attachment between our colleagues and their work

Inclusion is widely understood, where all colleagues are 
committed to inclusive behaviours and practices and 
where colleagues and partners feel valued and listened to

F
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OUR JOURNEY  
SO FAR
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At WRAP we understand 
that the journey to 
embracing difference will 
take time. We’re proud 
of the progress we have 
made so far.
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“    Joining the Diversity Network was  
the perfect opportunity to connect  
with, learn from, and share ideas 
and my experiences with colleagues. 
Ultimately, I’m contributing to creating 
an environment at WRAP where everyone 
feels accepted and valued. ”  WRAP employee

Here are some 
of our collective 

achievements so far: 

Began our 
Investors 

in Diversity 
journey

Established 
WRAP’s  

Diversity  
Network

Ranked in the 2021 
National Centre 

for Diversity’s Top 
100 most inclusive 

workplaces

Unconscious bias 
training offered to 

all employees

Inclusive 
recruitment 

practices 
embedded 

into the 
organisation

Inclusive 
leadership 

training delivered 
to Senior 

Leadership  
Team

Apprenticeship 
recruitment 

underway

Developed a 
focused calendar 

to support national 
diversity and 

inclusion events

Introduced 
monitoring 

and recording 
to challenge 

ourselves



OUR DIVERSITY 
NETWORK
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An achievement we’re particularly proud of 
was the launch of WRAP’s Diversity Network 
in July 2020.
This group of people are passionate about helping WRAP to become a more inclusive 
and diverse organisation.

Despite the challenges of COVID-19 the Diversity Network have helped to raise 
awareness,  hosted events to celebrate days of importance, encouraged employees 
to share their experiences and shared important information to help us understand 
issues that many colleagues would otherwise have been unaware of.

They inspire us to be better.

6
“   The work on diversity is welcomed 

– the impact being that colleagues 
are already thinking about the 
role they play in ensuring we have 
a diverse workforce. ”  WRAP employee

“    WRAP can be an inclusive and 
diverse organisation with an 
inclusive and diverse reach. ”  WRAP employee



OUR PROMISES 
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Employees
To our employees - and to those who are thinking of joining us in saving 
the planet – there are a few things we want to promise you. Because the 
knowledge and expertise of our people is what makes WRAP unique. 
We promise to value difference and create an inclusive environment where 
everybody feels a sense of belonging, where everybody feels comfortable 
being themselves.

We promise to consider equality, diversity and inclusion in everything we 
do that relates to you. Including our recruitment, selection and attraction 
practices, pay and reward, development opportunities and career 
progression.

Partners
To our trusted partners – and to those who are also thinking of working 
with us – we want to make a commitment to you.
We will consider equality, diversity and inclusion across all of our service 
delivery, development and procurement practices. 

And in this partnership we also need you to commit to us, that you will help 
us reflect the communities we seek to support and encourage. That you 
will do the right thing. That you will consider your own actions under the 
spotlight of equality, diversity and inclusion.

Only by working together can we truly make a difference.

7

“    Everyone needs to do more to 
foster respect and understanding. 
The place to start is always with 
ourselves. ” WRAP employee

DID YOU KNOW...

WRAP has been actively 
working to achieve  
a greater gender  
balance in senior roles.  
43% of WRAP’s Senior 
Leadership Team are 
now women. 
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8 THE PATH  
AHEAD
So far we have outlined 
our approach to equality, 
diversity and inclusion and 
shown how important the 
FREDIE principles are to 
us at WRAP. But we also 
need to be very clear and 
accountable in upholding 
our commitments to 
employees, partners and 
the communities we seek 
to reach.

With this in mind, our key priorities for the next 
12-18 months are:

1.   Continue to embed the FREDIE principles in all 
that we do

2.   Make equality, diversity and inclusion part of our 
business plan

3.   Achieve Investors in Diversity accreditation 
through our work with the National Centre for 
Diversity

4.   Become a Disability Confident (DC) employer by 
joining the UK Government scheme

5.   Partner with more organisations in the UK and 
internationally, to expand our reach into diverse 
communities

If you would like to offer us any feedback on what 
you have read so far and on our wider diversity 
journey, please get in touch by emailing  
HR@wrap.org.uk.

“   The diversity training and 
talks have been good. This is 
great for everyone’s awareness 
of diversity in personal and 
professional life. ”  WRAP employee

mailto:HR%40wrap.org.uk?subject=


Available in large print on request.
Please email HR@wrap.org.uk.
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